TO: ALL CALIFORNIA LAW ENFORCEMENT TELECOMMUNICATIONS (CLETS) USERS

The purpose of this bulletin is to inform all criminal justice agencies that effective January 1, 2022, the California Department of Justice will be updating the California Restraining and Protective Order System (CARPOS).

The Judicial Council of California has updated the Temporary Restraining Order (CLETS—TRO) form DV-110 and Restraining Order After Hearing (CLETS—OAH) (Order of Protection) form DV-130 to include a description of firearms and ammunition for the restrained person. To accommodate these changes, CARPOS will be adding an optional Restrained Firearms Group (RF1-RF3). The group will consist of: (1) the Type of Restrained Firewall/Ammunition (TRF) field, (2) Number of Restrained Firewall/Ammunition (NRF) field, (3) and Location of Restrained Firewall/Ammunition (LRF) field.

**Group Field Format:**

RF1/trf.nrf.lrf

Example:

RF1/REVOLVER.1.ENTRY HALL CABINET.RF2/RIFLES.UNK.GUN SAFE IN GARAGE

The TRF, NRF, and LRF fields are conditional.

The TRF field is a 50-character alphanumeric freeform field. Special characters allowed are the hyphen (-) and asterisk (*).

The NRF field is a 3-character alphanumeric field. It must contain either a numeric value or "UNK" for unknown.

The LRF field is a 100-character alphanumeric freeform field. Special characters allowed are the hyphen, asterisk, comma (,), dollar sign ($), ampersand (&), and pound (#) sign.

**Entry Format:**

UBERO.ori.nam.sex.rac.dob.ppn.pps.typ.oca.iss.exp.crt.cn.prs.fap.con.RF1/trf.nrf.lrf.
RF2/trf.nrf.lrf.RF3/trf.nrf.lrf
To modify a value in a group field, the values for all three fields within the group field must be entered.

Modify Format:

UB MRO.fcn.rsp.RF1/trf.nrf.lrf

Programming changes will be required for agencies utilizing local systems for data entry in order to accommodate the updates; however, the string format may be used as an alternative. For agencies utilizing LEAWEB, no programming changes will be necessary.


For questions about this Information Bulletin, please contact the California Restraining and Protective Order Unit at (916) 210-3196 or via e-mail at Restraining.Orders@doj.ca.gov.

Sincerely,

JOE DOMINIC, Chief/CIO
California Justice Information Services Division

For ROB BONTA
Attorney General